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Hope is a four letter word that describes an 

ability to see growth, change and potential 

where others may not.  How does one come by 

hope?  Is it something that is gained through 

accomplishment?  Or is it possibly a state of 

mind that allows you to look beyond the here 

and now.  For me, hope means to stretch your 

imagination to the point of having faith in a 

positive outcome, no matter what your 

circumstance. 

 

Hope’s triumphs can be 

recognized throughout history, 

but many do not truly 

understand its strength and its 

purpose without first being in 

need of it.  Having dealt with 

mental health issues my whole 

life, I have seen the powerful 

force that hope can provide.  

It has allowed me to conquer 

stigma, homelessness, abuse, 

neglect and self oppression. 

 

During my life I was prey to 

physical assault and bullying at 

school, put out on the street 

at 14 and the victim of abuse 

into my young adult years.  I 

was provided no hope from 

those that should have supported me.  Keeping 

that hope deep inside me, has given me the 

strength to overcome fear of change and fear of 

personal growth.  It has permitted me the 

opportunity to speak out for transformation 

within the mental health system, and the 

elimination of stigma and discrimination.  It has 

afforded me the ability to stand up and announce 

my journey with pride and courage. 

 

Hope is like a seed that can grow in the darkness  

and although frail, can finally reach the surface 

where the light of possibility and the rain of 

support can make it stronger.  If we were to 

give a glimmer of hope to each individual we 

meet, whether through a smile, a touch, a 

random act of kindness, how much easier it 

would be for those who hold no hope to begin 

to see it as a possibility for themselves. 

 

I was told once that I would be institutionalized 

for the rest of my life and that 

there was no hope of recovery.  

They whispered in my ear that if 

I were to give in and realize that 

my life was now limited by my 

illness that I would be better off.  

They offered complacency, not 

hope.  It took all that I had to 

disagree.  I would not and could 

not allow myself to accept that 

there were no other possibilities 

for my life than what they held 

out for me.  It was a matter of 

survival.  I would not let this 

issue beat me and make me its 

slave.  There was more, it was 

just a matter of finding the right 

path.  I finally met a therapist 

that reflected my values and 

encouraged that hope in me.  He 

provided the tools I needed for my recovery 

journey.  It was with inner strength I was able 

to move forward because of that light of hope. 

 

We have a responsibility to ignite the flame of 

hope in all that we touch and afford them the 

opportunity to discover possibility for 

themselves and move toward their dreams.  Let 

us continue to provide every opportunity for 

hope, possibility and recovery and celebrate 

our victories over these issues together.   

Peer Support Online 

www.self-help-alliance.ca/forum 



Rich is he who can look at something and appreciate it without 

thinking he must own it. 

 

How much easier our lives would be if more of us could be like 

that. 

 

Here’s how most of us actually are:  

We see beautiful lawns and 

architecture or fine automobiles and 

costly furniture and expensive 

playthings, and our first impulse is, 

“Gotta get that!” 

 

We think we cannot be happy unless we own the things we 

appreciate. 

 

And so we make massive efforts to gain them.  And in the 

process of gaining them and maintaining them, guarding them and  
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A Kind of Wealth 
Submitted by Gina Trinh ~ Author Unknown 

“Let Go” 
By: Marna Magee 

affording them, we soon lose the ability to enjoy them with  

freshness and detachment. 

 

Imagine how nice it would be if you could see things you like 

without thinking that you had to own them. 

 

You could walk in a beautiful area and absorb its beauty and 

take it home in your memory. 

 

You could look at the expensive things for which other people 

have mortgaged their souls, be glad that those people are able 

to have them, and be glad that you yourself don’t have to 

worry about keeping the burglars out at night. 

 

For him who can appreciate things without thinking he must 

own them, the world is like a park, a museum. 

 

He has wealth, so to speak, but is not burdened by it. 

 

If you “let go,” it doesn’t mean you stop 

caring.  It means you can’t do it for 

someone else.   

 

 

If you “let go,” it doesn’t mean that 

you’re not concerned about human 

kind.  It means the outcome isn’t in your 

hands. 

 

 

If you “let go,” it doesn’t mean you 

don’t want to fix a problem.  It means 

you should be supportive.   

 

If you “let go,” it doesn’t mean you 

deny reality around you.  It means you 

have no choice but to accept it. 

 

 

If you “let go,” it doesn’t mean  you 

need to adjust everything to your own 

desires.  It means you need to take 

each day as it comes and cherish every 

second of that day. 

 

 

 

 

 

If you “let go,” it doesn’t mean you  

regret the past.  It means you grow and 

live for the future. 

 

 

If you “let go,” it doesn’t mean you don’t 

scold or argue.  It means you should 

search out your own  shortcomings and 

correct them at the same time. 

 

 

If you “let go,” it doesn’t mean you should 

fear any less.  It means you should love 

more. 

 
 

 
 

 

LIFE ISN’T ABOUT  

FINDING YOURSELF.  

 

LIFE IS ABOUT  

CREATING YOURSELF. 

Artist: Deborah Deforest  

 
I saw a monarch butterfly 

Airborne and flying free 

It represents my suicide attempt 

And all that I can be. 

Today I sit in quiet 

Reflecting on the past 

Hoping that for me will be 

A life to live at last.  

A Life to Live 
By: Cathy Read-Wilson 
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The Carpenter 
Author Unknown 

To join the Self Help Alliance online forum, visit 

www.self-help-alliance.ca/forum 

For more information, contact 

The Resource Development Facilitator at 

519.623.6024 x421 or editor@self-help.ca 

Once upon a time, two brothers who lived on adjoining farms 

fell into conflict.  It was the first serious rift in 40 years of  

farming side-by-side, sharing machinery and trading labour and 

goods as needed without a hitch.    

 

Then the long collaboration fell apart.  It began with a small 

misunderstanding and it grew into a major difference and fi-

nally, it exploded into an exchange of bitter words followed by 

weeks of silence. 

 

One morning there was a knock on 

John’s door.  He opened it to find a 

man with a carpenter’s toolbox.  “I’m 

looking for a few days’ work,” he said.  

“Perhaps you would have a few small 

jobs here and there I could help with?  

Could I help you?” 

 

“Yes,” said the older brother.  “I do 

have a job for you.  Look across the 

creek at that farm.  That’s my 

neighbour.  In fact, it’s my younger 

brother!  Last week there was a 

meadow between us.  He recently took his bulldozer to the 

river levee and now there is a creek between us.  Well, he may 

have done this to spite me, but I’ll do him one better.  See that 

pile of lumber by the barn?  I want you to build me a fence an 8

-foot fence - - so I won’t need to see his place or his face any-

more.” 

 

The carpenter said, “I think I understand the situation.  Show 

me the nails and the post-hole digger and I’ll be able to do a 

job that pleases you.” 

The older brother had to go to town, so he helped the  

carpenter get the materials ready and then he was off for the 

day.  The carpenter worked hard all that day - - measuring, 

sawing and nailing.  About sunset when the farmer returned, 

the carpenter had just finished his job. 

 

The farmer’s eyes opened wide, his jaw dropped.  There was 

no fence there at all. 

 

It was a bridge .. A bridge that 

stretched from one side of the creek 

to the other!  A fine piece of work, 

handrails and all!  And the neighbour, 

his younger brother, was coming to-

ward them, his hand  

outstretched… 

 

“You are quite a fellow to build this 

bridge after all I’ve said and done.” 

 

The two brothers stood at each end 

of the bridge, and then they met in 

the middle, taking each other’s hand.   

 

They turned to see the carpenter hoist his toolbox onto his 

shoulder. 

 

“No, wait!  Stay a few days.  I’ve a lot of other projects for 

you,” said the older brother. 

 

“I’d love to stay on,” the carpenter said, “but I have many more 

bridges to build.” 

 

Being involved in peer support on the internet can be very rewarding and helpful.  Not only can support happen at any time of the 

day or night, but you can ask questions and share stories from the comfort of your own computer.  This can be especially useful to 

individuals living in rural communities or with limited transportation.   

 

An online forum can be a place to share your voice and get connect by posting and answering messages.  It can be a little like a 

public resource centre.  You can read others’ experiences, questions, or post your own questions and get answers. 

 

It is always important to keep yourself safe when using online forums and supports, as there are those on the internet who will try 

to take advantage.  Use a nickname that will keep your personal information safe; only share any personal information when you 

feel it is ok to do so, and report any inappropriate content. 

 

There are so many ways to share support - - why not check it out today? 

 

 

 

Peer Support Online 

Artist: Deborah Deforest  
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Hope is an essential part of recovery. Without 

hope, we are not able to hold onto the truth 

that things can and will get better. Even though 

hope is so essential, it can sometimes be 

beyond our grasp. When we have faced many 

set backs and difficult times, it can be 

challenging to see the bright future just over 

the horizon.  

 

We all have hope, even if it is only in the form 

of a tiny seed buried deep within.  As you take 

steps that work towards hope, that tiny seed will grow. 

 

Steps to Finding Hope 

 

1. Think about a plan for your life. Ask yourself, "Are hope 

and possibilities through faith related things?". 

 

If you answered "Yes," then focus on your possibilities to 

improve and faith to believe. What do you believe in and 

why? How can working on that make you stronger? 

If your answer was "No," figure out the difference between 

the two. That may help you understand how to use your faith 

and see possibilities. 

 

2.  Look at the people around you. You can learn plenty from 

them. 

 

Think about the ones that seem hopeful about their future, 

expectations, dreams, and faith in the way things can be? 

Observe those that are making progress toward their goals, 

centered, happy, optimistic -- do they do possibility thinking? 

 

3.  Imagine waking up fresh with new opportunities every 

morning feeling hopeful. 

 

You can be hopeful about your day... making progress toward 

your goals... 

That is possibility thinking. Imagine knowing that everything is 

going to be okay as you work to continue making progress 

toward possibilities. 

 

4.  Work slowly but steadily at first in small ways and then 

more quickly as you see your way more clearly...  

 

5.  Get training and counseling. Sometimes change such as 

training and education need long-term goals that can be time 

consuming. Don't give up when improving in this area.  

 

6.  Decide to "ride on top in life." Take it as it comes... accept 

it. Embrace the good or work to change a little everyday. 

 

Make a list of possibilities and begin to plan short-term goals 

to change what you can. 

Make a big shift to a new career and new place to live if that 

seems like the way to make progress. 

7. Keep this hope alive: things are going to 

turn out all right. 

 

Believe that it can if you have faith guiding 

your path to work for progress toward real 

short term and longer term goals! 

Hope is alive when you have faith in a plan 

 for your life, seeing possibilities for change 

 while making progress: success? 

 

8.  Success is not a destination. It is 

continuing, making progress, growing and seeing and starting 

new possibilities, persistence, perseverance.  

 

9.  Redesign, rebuild -- a little or a whole new thing, but 

don't quit.  

 

10.  Relax and be refreshed; find recreation to be able 

to keep going: renewed.  

 

11.  Develop some talents. "No... you are not born with 

talent or skill." It must be learned, practiced and most of all: 

developed.  

 

Never say: "I have never had talent." or "I'm just not 

ever..." 

People who say that are admitting "I have never 

really continued, really tried the right idea or 

planned it right: thought, devised, developed, 

persisted, refused to be put off, ..." 

Begin sometime, someplace, somehow... and keep it going! 

"Get 'er done." "Just do it." "No fear." "Get up when you 

fall." "Get set, on your mark; go! 

 

Other Helpful Steps to Finding Hope 

 

Remember others. Sometimes it is good to put our 

problems on the back burner when we feel down. Do 

something uplifting and helpful to someone.  Helping 

people in need is a great way to "overlook" or even forget 

our own problems. 

 

Music. Turn up the happy music and sing a hopeful song. 

With every note, you may sense the music of life ... cherish 

it. People can make you hope and feel better with the right 

music! Listen to the sound of life going on around you. 

 

Talking. Talk makes sense if you talk to friends. Talk to 

your family. Talk about life and ask, 

"How do you handle the hard times and the 

frenzy (hectic pace)?" 

"How do you organize or arrange things to help 

make life easier to keep up with?" 

 

Continued on page 6... 

Reaching Out - Tools for Recovery 
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Finding Hope 

/Use-and-Improve-Your-Abilities
/Use-Faith
/Be-Confident
/Build-Self-Worth
/Form-a-Plan
/Enjoy-Change
/Make-a-Successful-Midlife-Career-Change
/Find-Hope
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What is “Ask Reeves”?  This is a Q&A column related to advocacy 

questions that individuals facing particular issues or barriers, as a result 

of experiencing mental health issues, would like addressed.  The column 

will remain completely anonymous and the issue addressed will only be 

responded to by Paul. 

 

Question 

 

How can I be hopeful when the circumstances and people around 

me tell me that it is hopeless? 

 

Answer 

 

I am so glad you asked.  I have 

supported individuals and families in 

lots of difficult situations.  Here are 

some times when things looked 

pretty bleak. 

 

A person came in on a Monday 

afternoon scheduled to appear in court the next morning for an 

eviction hearing.  They had messed up royally and their lawyer 

suggested they accept that the decision would not go well for 

them.  I asked a few questions and suggested contacting the 

landlord’s lawyer with a somewhat unusual offer.  They sent a fax 

and within one hour the landlord accepted the offer and the 

person kept their housing. 

 

A person was evicted from their rental unit.  Three police officers 

were in attendance for the eviction.  An appeal to the Landlord 

and Tenant board brought a hearing.  The adjudicator asked the 

police officers, “Which part of the law don’t you understand?”  

They did not have the authority to evict anyone.  The person 

received a sizeable sum of money in compensation. 

 

A person wanted a taxi license and the city refused to grant it 

stating that they had been arrested under the Mental Health Act 

to be transported to a psychiatric hospital and had a mental 

illness.  An appeal to the city brought no resolution, so I suggested 

contacting the Human Rights Commission.  A preliminary hearing 

was held and the lawyer for the city insisted they would not 

change the decision.  The Commission adjudicator suggested it 

could be very costly to the city if things did not change.  After a 

brief discussion, the city lawyer decided they were wrong and 

would change the way the city granted licenses.  The person 

received an apology, an offer to pay all their costs to apply for a 

license as well as money in compensation for their inconvenience. 

 

A patient in a psychiatric unit had been formed for 30 days and 

didn’t think they could get out.  They asked for a Consent and 

Capacity Board hearing.  It is rare for patients to win at these 

hearings.  By asking the right questions of the doctor at the 

hearing, the decision of the board went in the patient’s favor and 

they were out that day. 

 

 

Just a few weeks ago the Ministry of Health announced the 

Psychiatric Patient Advocacy Office was being moved outside of 

the government.  The Ministry bureaucrats already had a 

tentative agreement with a community agency to take over.  In 

spite of being told this was a done deal, many individuals 

complained and the Minister stopped the process. 

 

These situations have shown me that it is worth making an effort 

even in the face of seemingly impossible odds. 

 

There are a number of aspects to HOPE.  It is about doing your 

best to keep open to possibilities that we may not be able to see 

at this moment.  It’s about keeping some space open in your 

mind for another idea.  It’s about not always buying into 

someone else’s opinions.  It is about asking for a second or third 

opinion. 

 

Do not give up.  Keep Going.  Expect the best.  Can you adopt 

an attitude and approach of expecting the best?  It may spur you 

to some action you had not thought about and that can add to 

HOPE.   

 

Even if you’re not personally facing a challenging situation you 

may be able to help others by thinking of creative solutions and 

by encouraging them to have HOPE. 

 

I have experience seeing that against all odds and when it was 

seemingly hopeless that sometimes fairness and justice prevail. 

 

If you have advocacy questions or you would like to submit to 

“Ask Reeve” contact Paul Reeve, Advocacy Coordinator, directly 

at 519.763.4014 x 202, toll free 1.888.255.2642 x 202, or email 

reevep@self-help.ca. If you do not see your questions in print, 

please note Paul responds to all questions on an individual basis. 

 

Ask Reeves 
By: Paul Reeve 
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Send along your comments about a recovery tool that assisted 

you on your recovery journey, or a recovery related question 

to:  
c/o Self Help Alliance, Newsletter Editor 

5420 Hwy.6N, RR#5, Suite J100. Guelph ON N1H 6J2 

Or Email:  

richardb@self-help.ca 

 

Here’s Why: 

 

Toothpick  - to remind you to pick out the good qualities in others. 

 

Rubber Band  - to remind you to be flexible; things might not always go the way you want, but it will 

work out. 

 

Band Aid  - to remind you to heal hurt feelings, yours or someone else’s. 

 

Pencil  - to remind you to list your blessings every day. 

 

Eraser  - to remind you that everyone makes mistakes, and it’s okay! 

 

Chewing Gum  - to remind you to stick with it and you can accomplish anything. 

 

Candy Kiss  - to remind you that everyone needs a kiss or a hug every day. 

 

Tea Bag  - to remind you to relax daily and go over that list of your blessings. 

 

 To the world, you may just be somebody… 

But to somebody, you may be the world. 

 

      Support And Family Education: 

      Mental Health Facts for Families 

      Michelle D. Sherman, Ph.D. 

 

Everyday Survival and Stress-Busting Kit 
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...Continued from page 4 
 

Sometimes it (your good ideas) are buried deeply. At other 

times, they are on the surface. We all know people who 

seem to have hope when others don't. Be one of the ones 

who do it. Do what? Make progress and keep the eyes up, 

and your mind on the short-term and on the long-term goal, 

not on the problem. 

 

We all came into the world with 

hope for that first breath and for the 

first meal: it's natural. 

 

Hope makes us hold on when we 

could let go. But the truth is, some bit 

of hope is within our reach as long as 

there is breath. Be more mindful of 

your "possibility-thinking." 

 

Consider and know that many things are possible if you can 

remember to believe and go make something happen through 

your faith and passion for life. 

Remember… 
 

Hope is an essential part of recovery.  Without hope, we are 

not able to hold onto the truth that things can and will get 

better. 

 

We all have hope, even if it is only in the form of a tiny seed 

buried deep within us.   

 

Hope makes us hold on when we could let go. 

 

If we stop hoping, we cease to improve, and that is just not 

natural.  We “hope for the best” and hold on...knowing that 

even if all else fails, we can find new “hope” to the very end. 
 

Take a few moments to reflect about what helps you to find 

HOPE?   

 

 

 

 

Reaching Out - Tools For Recovery 

Finding Hope 

KIT 

 
Toothpick   
Rubber Band  
Band Aid  
Pencil  
Eraser  
Chewing Gum  
Candy Kiss  
Tea Bag 

 

/Achieve-Short-Term-Goals
/Stand-up-for-Something-You-Believe-In
/Make-Yourself-Want-To-Practice-Something
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Life Lesson 
Submitted by Gina Trinh ~ Author Unknown 

To all the rocks in your life… 

 

A philosophy professor stood 

before his class and had some items 

in front of him.  When class began, 

wordlessly he picked up a large 

empty mayonnaise jar and 

proceeded to fill it with rocks, 

rocks about 2” in diameter. 

 

He then asked the students if the 

jar was full?  They agreed that it 

was. 

 

So the professor then picked up a box of pebbles and poured 

them into the jar.  He shook the jar lightly.  The pebbles, of 

course, rolled into the open areas between the rocks. 

He then asked the students again if the jar was full. 

They agreed it was.  The students laughed. 

 

The professor picked up a box of sand and poured it into the jar. 

Of course, the sand filled up everything else. 

“Now,” said the professor, “I want you to recognize that this is 

your life.  The rocks are the important things—your family, your 

partner, your health, your children—anything that is so 

important to you that if it were lost, you would be nearly 

destroyed.  The pebbles are the other things that matter like 

your job, your house, your car.  The sand is everything else.  The 

small stuff.” 

 

“If you put the sand into the jar first, there is no room for the 

pebbles or the rocks.   

The same goes for your life.  If you spend all your energy and 

time on the small stuff, you will never have room for the things 

that are important to you. 

 

Pay attention to the things that are critical to your happiness. 

Play with your children.  Take time to get medical checkups. 

Take your partner out dancing.  There will always be time to go 

to work, clean the house, give a dinner party and fix the 

disposal.” 

 

“Take care of the rocks first—the things that really matter. 

 

Set your priorities. 

 

Words of Hope 

I M A G I N A T I O N P D E W E N E R Z 

J O F L E D Q S V H T W O R G M C W A K 

A U I P R J B E P D O G J N E S I T I R 

D P O K U L H A P P I N E S S A X W N O 

E H T I A F O I Z Q E P J L N F M V B H 

V W O P T I M I S T I C F H B C I S O R 

O M O S A S E I T I L I B I S S O P W D 

L A U Y Q M W Z C P L B E L I E V E A W 

Hope 
Faith 
Love 
Believe 
Imagination 

Happiness 

Dreams 

Rainbow 

Growth 

Possibilities 

Optimistic 

Renewed 

 
Symbols of Hope 

 The Rainbow 

Chinese Symbol of Hope  

 
The Dove 

 

Symbol of  

 

Peace  

Love  

Hope  



We Want to Hear From You! 
 

Send along your articles, images, letters to the editor, comments or views about topics in 

this newsletter or other topics related to the mental health system.  

Please note that any items submitted may be edited for space and other needs of the 

“Changing Lives Newsletter.” 

  

Please send your items to: 

c/o Self Help Alliance, Newsletter Editor 
5420 Hwy.6N, RR#5, Suite J100. Guelph ON N1H 6J2 
 

Email:    Fax: 

editor@self-help.ca  519.766.9211 

See below for the shared staffing 

update since our last issue: 

Catherine Bassarab 

Executive Assistant                          

P:  519.766.4315 ext. 263                 

E:  bassarabc@self-help.ca       

 

Kathy Bazinet Briggs                                  

Executive Director                           

P:  519.766.4315 ext. 268                 

E:  briggsk@self-help.ca            

 

Deborah Deforest                         

Self Help Alliance Team Leader         

P:  519.763.4014 x 205                                  

TF: 1.888.255.2642 x 205                     

E:  deforestd@self-help.ca 

 

Brenda Richard                                

Resource Development Facilitator                      

P:  519.623.6024 x 421                              

E:  richardb@self-help.ca  

 

Tom Moull                                    

Self Help Entrepreneurship &         

Self Help Facilitator                              

P:  519.763.4014 x 203                                

TF: 1.888.255.2642 x 203                     

E:  moullt@self-help.ca     

 

Paul Reeve                                   

Advocacy Coordinator                     

P:  519.763.4014 x 202                                  

TF: 1.888.255.2642 x 202                     

E:  reevep@self-help.ca   

 

Allan Strong                                 

Recovery Education Coordinator                   

P:  519.570.4595 x 289                     

E:  stronga@self-help.ca     

For Your Inspiration  
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The views expressed are 

those of the authors’ and do 

not necessarily reflect those 

of the Self Help Alliance.  

Self Help Alliance  

Shared Staff 
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Journaling Ideas 

 

What does hope mean to you? 

Write about a time in your life when 

you felt hope. 

Reflect on one or more of the 

quotes on this page. 

Write a poem about hope. 

In what areas of your life do you 

think hope is most important? 

Learn from yesterday, Live for today, 

Hope for tomorrow. 

~ Unknown Author 

 

 

He, who has health, has hope; 

And he who has hope has everything. 

~ Arabian Proverb 

 

 

Hope is like a road in the country; 

there was never a road,  

but when many people walk on it,  

the road comes into existence. 

~ Lin Yutang 

 

 

If you lose hope, somehow you lose the 

vitality that keeps life moving, you lose that 

courage to be, that quality that helps you go 

on in spite of it all. 

And so today I still have a dream. 

~ Martin Luther King, Jr. 

 

Love is better than anger. 

Hope is better than fear. 

Optimism is better than despair. 

~ Jack Layton 

 

Far away there in the sunshine 

 are my highest aspirations. 

I may not reach them but 

I can look up and see their beauty, 

believe in them, and try to follow them. 

~ Louisa May Alcott 

Correction:  “Concentrate on the “cans” and conquer the “cannots” from Changing Lives 

Volume 6, Issue 1 was submitted by Ellen Bagares.  


